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Tuesday 25th January 2022

Newsletter

 

Message from the Headmaster

Sorry it’s a quick intro today as I have just realised that I have a parent coffee afternoon to

attend, a rugby match to support and a potential student to interview and I about to miss

the print deadline! Nevertheless I have populated the newsletter with lots of treats for you

to read!

 

A more subdued weekend this weekend. The combination of the GCSE mocks and the cold

crisp winter weather meant that it was a quieter weekend (not a bad thing). 50 students

went to London on Sunday and the Saturday football match was well attended. I am very

pleased to hear good feedback about the food. This term I have increased the food

allowances (which have now been consumed by the increase in cost of living) but

nevertheless I am very encouraged by the feedback (below) and the efforts the chefs are

making to ensure that the eating experience is a positive one! I think the moment of the

week was watching a group of students (who come from more tropical climate)

experiencing for the first time ice on the school pond – it was the pure innocence of

exploring something new that was so exciting to watch, it is these little gems that are so

special to be part of and to witness!

Covid testing

 We would like to remind all day parents of the school’s expectation that you are testing

your children twice a week for Covid-19. Our boarding community does this every

Wednesday and Sunday and we expect that the same is taking place at home with our day

students. It is all of our responsibility to keep our community safe and we thank you in

advance for your support in this regard. If you need replacement test kits as you have used

up those already sent out do please email nurses@buckswood.co.uk to arrange for your

child to collect some.

Catering

My favourite shop in London and my favourite marmalade. I will let you into a little secret I

only ever buy F and M marmalade – so why not join in the challenge and make an award-

winning marmalade for them. The school catering department and the cooking club will be

taking up the challenge! They are also looking at having a go at inventing a platinum jubilee

cake for the Queens up and coming 70 year’s service to nation and commonwealth.

We ran a recent survey regarding our catering and food service. We are the largest food

service outlet in rother and school holds a 5-star award from the environment health

department. It is no easy task to cook for a group of young international teenagers, all of

whom have their different tastes and expectations. Fortunately, Fred, our senior chef (who

formerly worked in the royal catering corps for 30 years) ensures that we have a good

balance of food from the health charts and guidelines as well as the trying to ensure that

the food is tasty and appealing.

 

Breakfast is the most important meal of the day and therefore we ensure that it always

consists of a fruit salad, yogurt, fruit, porridge and kedgeree, four choices of cereals and of

course toast. There is always a hot main course to go with this: boiled eggs, fried eggs,

French toast, sausage and beans and croissants.

 

Morning tea break, juice and fruit (one of the 5 a day)

 

Lunch. There is always fresh soup, bread, salad and fruit and a standard menu that

includes a Chinese day, a two-pasta day, a pie day, a meat free day and a fish day.

 

Tea break – to keep our sugar levels up we offer hot chocolate and freshly made cake

 

Supper. The winter warmer menu includes a main course, an 8-choice salad bar with fruit,

soup and a good old English desert.

 

I am quite particular about food and only eat the same food as the students and I like to

ensure that standards are maintained. We have four main rules in the kitchen. Pork is not

served (sausages or as a main meat). Salt and sugar is used sparingly (we prefer the

students to add it according to their own taste). We look after those with dietary needs. We

want food to be a fun experience for all.

 

Please see below the results from the recent survey.

Favourite meals were Katsu Curry, Pasta, Wings & Salad

Least favourite meals were soup and fish & chips

Favourite desserts were fruit, ice cream, muffins & apple pie

Scoring from 1-10 (1 = very bad, 10 = very good), students on average rated:

Were the plates/cutlery etc clean? = 7.9 out of 10

Was the food well presented? = 6.4 out of 10

Were the staff well presented? = 7.7 out of 10

Were the staff helpful & polite? = 8.1 out of 10

Is there a variety of salads on offer during lunch & dinner? = 8.4 out of 10

Do you enjoy the soup on offer during lunch & dinner? = 4.8 out of 10

Is there a choice of desserts on offer during supper? = 8.1 out of 10

The menus follow the health chart in the dining room,  fats, saturates, sugars and

salt balance. Looking at the food periodic table chart in the dining room - when you

make your meal choice do you follow the chart to ensure that you get the correct

balance?

Yes = 70%

No = 30%

Sunday brunch Salad bar - usual choice of eight

Fish Friday: Salmon fish cakes Pie and mash Monday

Message from the Academic Principal

As I type, I am glad to report that our Form 5 mocks have begun well (see picture above)

with students clearly committed to giving it their all. Although it is a very challenging week,

students should see this as a great opportunity to show what they can do, ahead of the

really thing in spring/summer. 

As I am sure you are aware, we were delighted to open our new Astro turf facility before

Christmas. This is not only a great resource for our school, but also the wider sporting

community of Hastings and its surrounds. As part of our drive to support local sport and

local schools, we have opened up this facility for use. So far we have had Hastings United's

Men's and Women's team and Westfield FC book in for weekly sessions. As we move

forwards, we also be inviting local primary schools on to site for specialist training sessions

with our Football Academy staff. We are in a fortunate position to have this great facility,

but in an area where there is a dearth of such facilities, we are proud to be able to open it

up to others.

We are using a slightly new system for our online parents' evening session this week, we

trust that this will make things more efficient. we would welcome any feedback following

the event.

Form 4 Parents' evening

Form 4    Virtual Parent Consultation Evening

We would like to remind you that the Form 4 Parent Consultation Evening which will take

place on Wednesday 26
th

 2022 between 5pm and 7pm, to discuss your daughter/son’s

progress in their GCSE subjects.

Due to recent COVID 19 restrictions and to ensure we have mitigated against the risk of any

possible spread of infection, we will be operating Form 4 Parent Consultation Evening this

year virtually.

Appointments can be booked using the following link: Please book your slot with your

daughter/son’s teachers

at: https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/BuckswoodSchool@buckswoodcouk.onm

icrosoft.com/bookings/

The booking system is now open.

Each appointment will last for five minutes; we also suggest leaving five minutes between

each appointment time. There is no limit to the number of appointments you can make.

If you have any questions, please contact the ICT Support as soon as possible via the

following e-mail address: Robert Kent <ict@buckswood.co.uk>

We hope that this evening will be a real success and thank you in advance for your support

and engagement.

Maths Dept

The summer examination series is only five months away and the next few weeks are very

busy in the Mathematics department.

 

Form 5 are currently taking their mock examinations. They will be sitting two 2-hour

papers over two days. After half term it is the turn of both upper sixth A Level and IB

students, who will be sitting their demanding mock papers. The feedback after these papers

will be an essential aspect of all our students’ progress and will have an impact on their

final grades. If your child is in these exams, please encourage them to do their best through

each stage of the process.

 

UK Intermediate Maths Challenge will take place on Thursday 3
rd

 February. We have an

excellent track record in this national competition as many of our students received bronze,

silver and gold certificates in the past.

 

Our access sessions, which take place on three times a week, are busier than ever. Some of

the pupils who regularly attend access sessions are Ksenia, Richard and Elizaveta from

upper sixth. I urge all of our students to take advantage of these free sessions to polish their

mathematical skills and catch up on missed content due to Covid19 and other disruptions.

 

The Mathematics department remains committed to the integration of technology in our

lessons. We have arranged a training session for our teachers to improve their calculator

skills. We recommend all our IB and A level students to acquire a Casio CG50 graphics

calculator, which is essential for both A-level and IB courses. Few key stage four students

appreciate that they can be used in the IGCSE examinations in form 5.

If you would like your child to receive some extra tuition on the use of this remarkable

calculator, please contact Mr Morris ( gmorris@buckswood.co.uk) to arrange some

demonstrations either before or after purchase.

 

Alphan Unlusan, BSc (Hons)

Head of Mathematics

English Dept

The English department has been busy preparing our Form 5 students for their mock

exams which will be running for the next week. In addition to all this work, we have also

planned a trip to the Stables Theatre in Hastings for a performance of Macbeth which will

help with understanding the text and will be a welcome further experience for our students.

Forms 1, 2 and 3 have been busy with their studies and as a reward Ms Husher and Mr

Lappin might be planning a Harry Potter trip. More on that later!! Form 4 have been

making really good progress with their studies and are starting to show a real dedication

and maturity to their work. We have also been preparing for World Book Day in March and

will be giving prizes for the best dressed student on the days. Details following.

Computer Science

The Buckswood Computing team doesn’t stand still for any amount of time and as such we

have been getting down to work in our new computing room.  With views over the lower

part of the estate we look forward to pushing the boundaries again this year.  With that in

mind the A Level Scholars (Zidane and Indigo) have been tasked of testing our recent new

purchase of a pair of Oculus Virtual Reality (VR) headsets.  We aim to see how effective

they can be used not only in Computing but in all lessons across the all Key stages from

experiencing the trenches of WW2, the International Space Station to the inside of the

body.  We hope that this will inspire and provide a new learning experience for our

scholars.  If you have any suggestions of possible applications or websites that would aid

this then please contact Subject leader Mr Foster at rfoster@buckswood.co.uk. 

Sixth Form news

In yoga, the moon represents the physical as well as the emotional body. The full moon is a

time to be receptive, to take the light and awareness of spirit into your emotional and

physical body. I saw a full moon hovering over our wonderful new Astroturf pitch this week

and just had to get a shot of it. After dark and still the fun and games roll on. With this in

mind, I emailed Mr Sutton to see what is we're rolling out of the Not-so-Boring office and

he gave me a whole list:  

Our sixth formers can regularly be seen driving around Guestling, partaking in their

driving lessons, ready for the day they are finally legal on the road! Though for those who

find the road a little too constrictive, there are always flying lessons, of course. Chalk up

enough miles and our budding Biggleses can even get their pilot's licences. Another course

popular with our sixth formers is the London academy of trading, which is happening at

the end of February. Go see Mr Cuthbert if you want to sign up. Lots of students have

already been to see me about this one. Then every Thursday in the sports hall we

have kickboxing and I regularly take a trip down there to see the students learning how to

defend themselves in time honoured fashion. For those with something more sedate in

mind, our golf academy students have golf lessons at 3:30pm every Wednesday afternoon

and Sunday mornings. Throw in archery, Motocross, fencing and diving (which is in the

process of being setup), not to mention tennis lessons with our new housemaster, Mr

Anthony and our students have more opportunities than time! 

Away from the Astro and the sports’ hall, of course, we have a muddier and bloodier sport

– rugby – with our top try scorers this week being Elliot, Ryotaro and Gerardo with Harvey

kicking two conversions. Mr Claughton also mentioned that the team are looking for more

players to join the rugby academy and are looking forward to three Czech international

players joining them, not to mention a competitive match against the Sussex 7s and a tour

to Georgia. 

If that isn’t enough spirit for you, I don’t what is. 

GCSE news

Cambridge's: The Subject Matters Webinar

Thursday, 24 February 2022 (17:00 – 18:15)

We would like to bring to your attention an opportunity for students who think they may be

interested in Oxbridge. Each year, the University of Cambridge runs practical and

informative sessions for Year 10 and Year 11. The events, called The Subject Matters,

highlight the importance of suitable A Level subject choices when making an application to

a selective, research-led university, and help students and their parent/carers access

information to make informed A Level choices.

Further information can be found at

https://www.undergraduate.study.cam.ac.uk/events/subjectmatters.

If you are interested in Oxbridge and have not yet joined the ASPIRE programme, please

do contact srodgers@buckswood.co.uk and cc lthurn@buckswood.co.uk for more

information

GCSE Mocks started on the 24th January 2020 and will run to the 31st with additional

days for Art and graphics outside this range.

We cannot stress the importance of these examinations enough; they help build up

students’ stamina with timings and concentration, as well as identifying final gaps in

knowledge or skills that need to be prioritised. We encourage students to employ a variety

of revision techniques which prepare them best for these examinations.

Life skills company

Monday the 7th February the Life skills company will return to give a refresher session to

form 4 and form 5 on how to study and revise effectively.

Macbeth

Please remember to return parent permission letters to Mr Lappin and Ms Husher as soon

as possible for the fifth form to a production of Macbeth at the local Stables Theatre on

Thursday 10th February. It will help with revision for the GCSE exam and should be a

wonderful end to the first half-term of the year!

Key Stage 4 Commendations for excellent work to the following:

Anatoliya (Geography), Tongniewa (Boarding House Event), Basith (Mathematics),

Sebastian (Boarding House Event), Adriaan (French and Science), Katie (Chinese), Chance

(Mathematics), Wanting (Geography), Clement (Geography), Shawn (Mathematics and

science), Ilya (Science), Henry (Mathematics), Anton (Geography), Ah'Najae

(Mathematics), Yukino (Boarding House event), Kaej (Geography), Senshin (Boarding

House event)

Junior School news

We have certainly got into the swing of things this week with lots of exciting projects taking

place, all of which have been accompanied by lots of laughter as everyone, myself included,

has been enjoying getting to really know each other.

Form one demonstrated a sense of the Buckswood family, firstly by coming together as a

team and winning the most positive points along with several bronze and silver

commendations but also by demonstrating acts of kindness. So well done! 

Commendations go to: Seyed, Layan, Mathis,  Levan,  Louis, Kiel Yaw Chengxi and

finally Alan who has only been here a couple of weeks but has already made quite an

impression. 2 commendations for him make him this week's star of the Juniors. Well done!

International star of the week goes to Alieta, who told me during a chat with her in the

dining hall at lunch that she loves every subject here at Buckswood and the more she put

into them, the more she gets out. Aleita is a prime example of how embracing our pillar of

internationalism and, indeed, all the opportunities thrown at her, with the Headmaster's

attitude of  `I can do this`, result in great rewards.

In debate this week, Alieta, Oscar and Tibbie all produced great ideas and discussions

around maintaining peace between nations and debating the consequences of WW1.

I went along to the performing arts this week, which gave me the opportunity to see some

of the juniors from a different perspective: Ethan, Spike, Catalina and Zlata, how grown up

and confident you all were.

 

Axelle and Isabelle Say have both produced some beautiful Chinese calligraphy work and it

was great to see several students enjoying basketball at lunch break in the Sports hall.

 

This week, I have particularly noticed both Yaw and Kiel - they have really taken on the

Headmaster's philosophy of being the best they can be. Well done in achieving 100% in

your ESOL tests. In addition, both display a mature approach and exemplary manners in

the boarding houses, getting stuck in with sporting activities, helping others to succeed and

being real global citizens.

 

Not to mention Nabeeha, who is top of the leaders’ board this week with a perfect attitude

to learning score in every subject.

Sport Newsletter

Football Academy success

Semi Final U15 ISFA Cup

Quarter Final U15 ESFA Small Schools Cup

Quarter Final U16 ISFA Cup

Quarter Final U16 ESFA Small Schools Cup

Quarter Final U19 County Cup

Currently 2nd Place AOC U19 League

Currently 2nd Place County U19 League

 

The Buckswood Football Academy are looking forward to a busy but exciting next couple of

months!!

Rugby

1st team setting the standard

 

Buckswood 47 Bexhill College 7

 

On Tuesday the 2nd of December, In horrendous conditions of rain and wind, Buckswood

and Bexhill put on an entertaining display of ambitious rugby. The conditions always

meant that an expansive game was going to be difficult, but both teams attempted to play

rugby - though it was Buckswood's pace that decided the outcome. 

Harvey at fly-half put in several intelligent grubbers, chips and kicks that benefited the

quick Ryorato, who scored four tries, with Richard and Gerardo also punching holes in the

Bexhill defence to score. In the forwards Ismail, Anderson and Mani all impressed and

Pierre had his usual dynamic game, also scoring.

Despite the score, Bexhill performed determinedly and scored a well-deserved try of their

own, but they clearly missed their influential captain, who had picked up an injury in a

previous match.

An excellent end to the season, with the team showing real improvement: set-piece,

handling and fitness are now strengths, and rucking is getting better.

Once again, a big thank you to Mr Rens for refereeing the match and Bexhill for playing.

Buckswood have now played 5, winning 3, losing 1 and drawing 1. 

 

Heathfield U18 26 Buckswood U18 19

 

On Wednesday the 19 of January, Buckswood played Heathfield away. It was always going

to be a tough fixture as Heathfield are an organised, physical, and skilful team - and so it

proved, however not without some positives from Buckswood.

Heathfield scored first thanks to some paper-thin Buckswood defence (which overall was

strong from then on) before Buckswood scored twice to take the lead. It was Heathfield's

breakdown work that ultimately won them the game, they were able to ruck and isolate

Buckswood players and get more possession.

When Buckswood  got ball, they looked dangerous, Gerardo caused all sorts of problems,

Harvey and Pierre were inventive, Tanguy, Zahi and Elliot carried effectively, and Mani had

one of his best games too.

Buckswood scored again, giving them hope with two minutes left, but they were unable to

nick the game and Heathfield came out narrow, but deserved, winners.

Tries scored by: Elliot, Gerardo and Ryorato con: Harvey (2)

A loss, but a positive performance and a game that Buckswood can learn a lot from - thank

you to Heathfield for a great game; the boys look forward to their next match with

confidence.

On Monday the 24th the U14/15 play Heathfield U14 in a rugby fixture (away, kick off:

2.15) - good luck to Jackson and the boys.

Boarding activities

Golfers brave the cold on the course this

weekend...

"Sir look the pond has iced over" ...Well when you

come from the tropics and have never actually

seen ice on a pond that is a real moment to see

the students learn.

Crossword

Signing up for activities, pocket money

and extra language lessons

Please do fill the permission forms in for this term. Please click the links below to complete

the relevant permission form:

Products from the school estate

Buckswood apple sauce... from the school

apples

Cider update... by popular demand we

went for Guestling Guzzler

(Crossword by Mr Shryane)
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Fortnum & Mason's Marmalade Awards
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